
 

SAMPLE MAKER Job Description 

One each for: 

 For pants and skirts. 

 For jackets and coats. 

 For evening dress and dresses in general. 

 For outerwear, down jackets, and padded jackets. 

 

 Ability to use different sewing machines. 

 Ability to sew and put product together. Understanding of how a fabric’s construction 

will affect the fabric’s reaction in sewing.  

 Sample maker specific duties & responsibilities: Execute first samples assigned by 

pattern maker to ensure they are constructed correctly and in a timely manner .  

 Ability to construct garment through the methods of sewing. 

  Coordinate with Pattern Maker to develop clothing for fit, and appearance to sketch as 

well as specified design details. 

  Execute garment alterations precisely using both fit notes and pinned garment as a 

reference. 

  Perform draping, hand finishing, pressing, and machine sewing. 

   Collaborate with team as required to solve any issues that may arise with patterns 

and samples developed. 

 Must have a solid understanding of both the theory and techniques used in flat pattern 

making and of how a fabrics construction will affect the fabrics behavior when 

developing garments. Must be able to interpret design intent and create solutions to 

achieve it for diverse product lines. Must understand and have the ability to 

communicate garment fit and construction techniques to internal staff.  

 Understand garment construction and patternmaking Knowledge of different fabrics 

 

Call 201-888-5889 or send a resume to: jensendibattista@betterteamusa.com 

 

 

 



 

 

GARMENT CUTTER 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES: 

 Prepares and cuts fabric according to standardized work instructions. 

 Find and lift appropriate raw material. 

 Spreads raw material on cutting surface. 

 Safely use specific cutting devices for cutting needs. 

 Must differentiate proper material color, orientation, and pattern. 

 Knows and practices quality requirements according to specified quality criteria. 

 Maintains a clean, safe working environment according to department safety 

guidelines. 

 Maintains flexibility to meet team, department, and company goals. 

 Commits to meeting overtime requirements. 

REQUIRED SKILLS, ABILITIES:  

 Ability to bend, twist, and stand for periods of up to 8 hours. 

 Ability to lift up to 40 pounds. 

 Ability to work cooperatively within the team as well as with members of other teams to 

meet goals. 

 Demonstrate willingness to adapt to a continually changing environment. 

 Demonstrate commitment to team success through reliable attendance. 

 Flexibility to work assignments and possible hours as business needs require. 

 Good hand, eye coordination. 

 Must work within safety standards put in place by management. 

 Produce quality workmanship. 

 Good decision maker. 

 Positive "can do" attitude and strong work ethic is a must 

 

Call 201-888-5889 or send a resume to: jensendibattista@betterteamusa.com 

 


